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The handbook does not attempt to define a single “best” system for any site. Instead, it
presumes that readers need to be aware of the key factors that influence the probability of
achieving success with any given combination of equipment and site characteristics.
Readers will then use their own judgement to evaluate the merits of the various options.
The information in the handbook should be considered only as part of an overall process
for equipment selection which will vary from company to company.
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reduction in the road network is especially important considering the typical location
of the roads made redundant by this yarding system — steep, rough, and unstable ter-
rain often associated with difficult road construction.

Method used to hold logs
Two basic ways are used to hold the logs for cable systems: chokers and grapples. The
same issues for chokers versus grapples (e.g., hookup and unhook time, accessibility to
logs) apply to cable systems as to ground-based systems and are discussed previously.

Chokers Chokers are wire ropes for hooking the logs to the butt-rigging or carriage.
Chokers allow for several logs to be yarded in each turn — either with several chokers
used at a time, or one choker holding several logs.

OPERATIONAL

Multi-span skylines and
yarders with slackpulling
carriages must be used with
chokers. Towers use chokers
almost exclusively.

The workers must be well
clear of the hookup site be-
fore the turn is pulled into
the landing. They must also
be far enough away that any
debris that is dislodged dur-
ing yarding cannot reach them. On steep or rugged ground, the time involved for mov-
ing to safety can be significant.

Most chokers must be unhooked manually once the logs reach the landing, a task usu-
ally performed by a worker other than the yarder operator. Effective communications
between the two workers is essential to maintain a safe working environment. For smaller
yarders designed for one-person operations, the cab is located near the ground so the
operator can unhook the chokers without a sec-
ond worker. Alternatively, various models of
self-releasing chokers have been developed that
allow the yarder operator to release the chok-
ers remotely without requiring a second worker.
Such chokers can improve the safe working
environment and reduce costs.

When grapple yarding, chokers can be used to
reach areas of poor deflection. They are useful
during cleanup to reach isolated logs.

ENVIRONMENTAL

Chokers are often used on difficult ground
where a grapple cannot be used because of
poor deflection, and soil disturbance may
result. While the chokers do not cause soil dis-
turbance, they may be associated with the soil
disturbance in these poor-deflection areas.

Figure 55
Chokers can be
attached directly to
the carriage, as with
this gravity slackline
yarding system. This
attachment method
limits the lateral
yarding capability to
within the length of
the chokers, thus
requiring more
frequent changes of
the tailhold anchor.

Figure 56
Several logs can be
hooked at once
when using chokers.
The chokers on this
slackpulling carriage
are attached to a
dropline, thus
allowing for a wide
swath to be covered.

Distinguishing Features of Cable Equipment
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Grapples Grapples are tongs used to hold the logs. Unlike grapples on ground-based
equipment, gravity and cable tension control the opening and closing action, respectively.

OPERATIONAL

The hookup and unhook times are greatly reduced with grapples, which can improve
productivity, but the effect on productivity also depends on turn volumes. Grapples
typically hold just one log at a time, so the average turn volume may be quite small if

the tree size is small. On
some sites, it may be feasi-
ble to use a feller-buncher
for falling or a loader-for-
warder to pre-bunch the
trees to increase the average
payload size.

A high skill level is required
to balance the tensions in all
the cables to operate the
grapple efficiently, and the
difficulty increases with
yarding distance. Hookup is

easiest if the operator can see the logs, which further limits the maximum yarding dis-
tance. At longer distances, the operator may require a spotter with a radio to help with
hooking the logs. Operations become difficult during inclement weather because of
reduced visibility. 

For these reasons, grapples are not well suited to long yarding distances (over 200 m).

Safety improves when using grapples. The crew size is smaller, and the hazard expo-
sure for the remaining workers is reduced because they can stay farther away from the
moving cables. Using mobile backspars reduces the amount of manual labour for road
changes and ensures that all workers are enclosed in protective cabs when the lines are
being moved.

Unlike chokers, the grapple can hook onto logs that may be partially buried in the soil
or covered by snow. Grapples may cause more log breakage than chokers, especially
for small trees that can be broken easily. Recovery of broken slabs may be more effec-
tive with grapples (Forrester 1995).

ENVIRONMENTAL

The road density is greater with grapples compared with chokers because of the shorter
yarding distance. Grapple yarders are often used with mobile backspars, which may re-
quire trails to be constructed, so the amount of land susceptible to soil disturbance is
increased.

Size
The range of sizes for yarders is wider than for any other equipment class. The smallest
yarders are about 8 m high, are mounted on trailers, and can be pulled easily by small
vehicles, while large skyline towers stand over 30 m high and weigh over 100 tonnes.

OPERATIONAL

In general, the machine size determines the amount of cable that can be carried, the
ability to yard over difficult terrain (taller means more deflection), pulling power,
mobility, and crew size requirements. Large machines are expensive, and are better

Figure 57
Operator visibility
is a limiting factor

for grapple yarders.
This grapple was

brightly painted to
improve its visibility

from the yarder.

Primary Transport Equipment
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suited to high-production operations in large cutblocks where the setup time can be
amortized over a larger volume. Smaller yarders are more economical than large yarders
on smaller cutblocks because their setup time is less, and can be amortized economi-
cally over a smaller volume. 

The machine must be matched in size to move the largest logs. In stands with a wide
range of tree sizes, a machine large enough to handle the largest logs may be uneco-
nomic for the smaller timber. With more uniform trees, such as in coastal second-growth
stands or in the Interior, the machine size can be matched more closely to the average
tree size. Using a feller-buncher on smaller timber to increase the average payload vol-
ume can help improve the yarding economics.

Large yarders require more substantial guyline
anchors than the smaller machines, and more
substantial tailholds when used for long-span
skylines. If the cutblock is adjacent to a planta-
tion, the stumps may be too badly decayed to
serve as anchors, so fabricated anchors will
be required. This step may involve burying
“deadman” anchors or using rock bolts. Either
option requires additional equipment.

Machine size drastically affects the ease of mo-
bility for the yarder, especially if travel on pub-
lic roads is required between cutblocks. Some
yarders are specially designed to the maximum
size allowable for travel on public roads with-
out dismantling. Even on private roads, the
yarder size may be a factor in road design.
Large swing yarders configured for grapple
yarding require wide roads for safe working
and tall skyline yarders may have difficulty
negotiating tight switchbacks on narrow roads.

Figure 60
Small yarders are
mounted on
skidders for
improved mobility.

Figure 58 (L)
Large towers require
six to eight guylines to
hold them in position.
The tower is raised
part way using a large
hydraulic ram, and
then pulled upright
with the guylines.

Figure 59 (R)
A mid-sized tower that
can be equipped for
highlead or skyline
operations.

Distinguishing Features of Cable Equipment
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The size versus capacity relationship has exceptions. For example, yarders for the
European cable crane system are relatively small machines that are designed specially
for long-distance yarding up to 1200 m or more. See the “Machine mobility” section
for more detail.

ENVIRONMENTAL

Large machines can generally carry more cable and yard over longer distances than small
machines. More height can also help with areas of poor deflection, although large
cable capacity and good engineering that take full advantage of the ground profile are
also important. Longer yarding distances result in a less dense road network.

Large yarders can fully suspend the payload over sensitive sites. Small yarders are also
capable of full suspension,  but usually over shorter yarding distances.

Number of drums on the yarder 
Each cable requires a separate drum, and a yarder can have up to four drums. In addi-
tion to drums for the operating lines, yarders usually have a strawline drum for the
workers to pull the other cables into position.

OPERATIONAL

In general, the number of drums determines the skyline configurations that can be used
with the yarder. With one drum, the yarder is limited to systems like the European
cable crane. A two-drum yarder can be used for highlead or simple skylines like the shot-
gun system. For slackpulling with a two-drum winch, a carriage that can clamp to the
skyline is required; adding more lines removes the clamping requirement. For example,
adding a third drum allows for slackpulling with a motorized carriage and a live sky-
line, or with a non-motorized carriage and a running skyline. Adding a fourth drum
allows for slackpulling with a live skyline with a non-motorized carriage. Grapple
yarding is a special case of a three-drum yarder and a running skyline.

Specialized yarders and carriages can achieve some of these capabilities with fewer
drums. Additional drums increase the complexity and capital cost of the yarder, and the
skill-level requirement for workers.

Interlocked winch
Some yarders are equipped with interlocked winches, in which the mainline and
haulback drums are linked mechanically or hydraulically. The interlock captures the
power from one drum and returns it to the other drum instead of wasting it in the form
of heat as happens with non-interlocked winches that use brakes to maintain tension.
As one drum turns to wind in the cable, the other drum automatically pays out an equal
amount of cable.

OPERATIONAL

Since braking pressure is not used to hold the lines in tension, less energy is consumed
during yarding. Higher line speeds are also possible, thus allowing for longer yarding
distances to be economical. Interlocked winches provide more control over the turn as
it is being yarded, so that log breakage is reduced. In grapple yarders, the interlocks also
offer more control over the grapple as the logs are being hooked — productivity can
be increased because of the extra control.

Interlocked yarders may be used in areas with less deflection than conventional yarders.
Higher line tensions are required to hold the same payload, and the loading on tailholds

Primary Transport Equipment
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is increased. Line wear also increases and more care must be taken to ensure that the
tailhold anchors can withstand the yarding forces.

ENVIRONMENTAL

The better control over the line tensions allows grapple yarders equipped with inter-
locked winches to work more effectively than non-interlocked machines in gullied ter-
rain. This feature provides the possibility of moving the machine to a different location
that may be preferable from an environmental perspective.

Slackpulling carriage
The lateral yarding capability of highlead
yarders is limited to the length of the chokers.
Skyline yarders can use slackpulling carriages
with lateral yarding capability to extend the
reach. The cable to which the chokers are
attached is called the dropline, tongline, or skid-
ding line. The chokers can be pulled 30 m or
more from the skyline road using a dropline.

Slackpulling carriages can be divided into
manual or mechanical types, and the mechani-
cal carriages can be further subdivided into
those where the line is pulled by the yarder and
those where it is pulled by the carriage
(Studier 1993).

OPERATIONAL

A slackpulling carriage makes a wider band of
timber available to each yarding road, which
helps to amortize the setup costs at a lower rate.
Fewer setups are required to cover the entire cutblock when a slackpulling carriage is
used.

Two sets of chokers can be used with a slackpulling carriage, and the workers can be
hooking one set while the second set is being yarded to the landing with a payload. Pre-
set or “hot and cold” chokers can improve productivity significantly. This technique
requires close coordination between the yarder operator and the hookup crew to en-
sure safe operations. 

The skyline carriage must be designed specifically to accommodate a dropline. The types
available range in complexity from simple modifications of grapple-yarder carriages to
self-clamping carriages to radio-controlled, motorized carriages with separate drums for
the dropline. The owning and operating costs vary according to the complexity of the
carriage.

ENVIRONMENTAL

A slackpulling carriage makes partial cutting feasible; without the slackpulling capability,
the chokers could not reach beyond the skyline corridor, and cable harvesting would
be impractical.

Figure 61
This slackpulling
carriage is a simple
modification of a
grapple carriage. The
grapple was removed,
and the closing-line
used as the dropline.

Distinguishing Features of Cable Equipment
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Common Features of Aerial Systems

Aerial systems include both helicopters and balloons. Helicopters lift the logs directly
from the felling site to a truck road or water drop, while balloon systems are essentially
two-drum systems with a lighter-than-air balloon tethered to the butt-rigging to lift the
payload into the air. Since balloons have been used only sporadically in the logging
industry, this discussion will focus on helicopters.

Roads can be far from the cutting site
Aerial logging systems are unique in that they can fly the timber from one location to
another without regard to intervening obstacles. With helicopters, economics determines
the maximum flying distance, but with balloon systems, the yarder’s cable capacity
determines the maximum yarding distance.

In some remote coastal areas, helicopters are used without roads at all — the logs are
dropped directly into the ocean or lake.

OPERATIONAL

Costly roads across unstable
terrain can be eliminated,
and high-value timber in
remote locations can be
harvested.

The economic flying dis-
tance for helicopters, which
depends upon the timber
values and the helicopter
payload capacity, may be
over 2 km. 

The vertical relationship between the felling site and the landing can influence the eco-
nomics. The road should be located below the felling site, although it is feasible to lift
logs to a higher landing. The flight angle to the landing must not be too steep for the
selected model of helicopter.

ENVIRONMENTAL

Eliminating road construction across unstable terrain will reduce the road network and
its associated erosion. Difficult stream crossings may be eliminated. Trees can be har-
vested from inaccessible locations to salvage trees damaged by fire, disease, or insects.

Any post-harvesting surveys and treatments must be planned and accounted for during
the harvesting activities because the areas will be roadless, and access may be difficult
and costly.

Logs are lifted clear of the ground and obstacles
Once the logs have been hooked and lifted, they do not touch the ground until they are
deposited on the landing.

OPERATIONAL

Workers must be made aware of the hazards associated with overhead equipment,
especially in partial cutting prescriptions.

Figure 62
Helicopters can

reach remote areas
without the need to
construct roads. The

cutblocks on this
ridge were logged

with helicopters.

Primary Transport Equipment
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ENVIRONMENTAL

On-block skid roads and the associated soil disturbance are eliminated. Logs can be
transported over existing plantations or other sensitive areas without causing damage.

Helicopters can be used in clearcuts,  or they can be used to lift individual trees through
the residual canopy in a partial cutting prescription.

Equipment is expensive
Helicopters are more expensive to own and operate than other harvesting equipment.

OPERATIONAL

In addition to the aircraft itself, helicopter harvesting requires an extensive support crew
and equipment that is not typically available to the average logger. Helicopter opera-
tions are labour-intensive, and the high cost of operations can be recovered only by
maximizing productivity and log value.

Specialized crews for specific cutblocks are typical. Mobilization costs are high, and
must be amortized over the cutblock volume. A substantial volume of timber for har-
vesting must be scheduled to keep the per-unit mobilization costs within acceptable
limits.

Equipment capacity must closely match
resource
The yarding capacity of the helicopter is strictly
limited by its lifting capacity.

OPERATIONAL

The payload must not exceed the lifting capac-
ity of the helicopter. If the tree size exceeds the
lifting capacity of the helicopter, then the trees
must be cut into shorter lengths. Logs may be
manufactured according to their weight, rather
than by the most desirable length.

The ability to drop part of the load under pilot
control is an important feature — a two-part
hook with independent control on both parts
provides this ability. The ground crew hooks up
the logs according to their estimated weight, but
the pilot makes the final decision about which
logs to fly. Little time is wasted dropping the
excess weight. 

Similarly, underloading the helicopter wastes its capacity and is expensive. Ground
crews must be trained thoroughly to ensure that the helicopter is loaded to its optimum
payload.

Landing is busy
Helicopter operations typically have several hookup crews in different locations to
ensure that the helicopter is not delayed during hookup. Usually only one landing is
active at a time, resulting in a work site that can become congested.

Figure 63
A helicopter lifting
tree-length logs near
Boston Bar. Matching
the helicopter size to
the tree size allowed
for full-tree logging.

Common Features of Aerial Systems
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OPERATIONAL

Helicopters are expensive to operate, and any
delays can be very costly. Activities must be
well coordinated to ensure that costs are
acceptable and that all workers in the landing
can operate in a safe environment.

Weather and climate affect operations
As flying machines, helicopters are more seri-
ously affected by adverse weather than other
types of logging equipment. 

OPERATIONAL

Operations must be shut down during adverse
weather such as fog and high wind. Hot
weather or high altitude can affect the lifting
capacity of the helicopters and reduces their
payload.  The climate in the operating area
should be considered to ensure a reasonable

number of flying days during the proposed operating period.

Distinguishing Features of Aerial Systems

Size
Helicopter models commonly used for logging in British Columbia range in lifting
capacity from 1600 to about 12 000 kg. The size also determines the owning and
operating costs, which can run into thousands of dollars per hour.

OPERATIONAL

For all helicopter sizes, the high cost and productivity place a high premium on proper
planning — the entire operation must be well coordinated to minimize delays. Fallers,
choker setters, flight crews, landing personnel, and maintenance personnel must all be
well trained for maximum efficiency. This training becomes even more important with
larger helicopters because of their extremely high operating costs. 

The decision where to buck
the trees into logs is critical
to helicopter operations be-
cause of lifting limitations. If
the timber is large and the
helicopter is small, then
short logs must be manufac-
tured at the stump, possibly
reducing log value. Larger
helicopters can help maxi-
mize log value because of
their larger payloads —
longer logs can be manufac-
tured and lifted. As the

Figure 64
The workers on this

landing must be
constantly aware of

the helicopter’s
position and remain

in the clear as it
approaches the

landing.

Figure 65
This helicopter is
purpose-built for

external lifting. It has
two counter-rotating

rotors and no tail
rotor, and seats only

one person.

Primary Transport Equipment
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timber size decreases, the
number of options increases
— with smaller timber, the
trees may not even require
bucking, and smaller heli-
copters may still be able to
lift the trees intact.

The large payload with large
helicopters is derived from
high engine power that gen-
erates a strong downwash,
which can cause breakage
in the standing trees.
Ground crews must be specially trained to work safely under such conditions. 

Landing and storage space must be adequate for the safe operation of any size helicopter
plus its support vehicles. The larger the helicopter, the larger the landing area required.

ENVIRONMENTAL

Larger helicopters may be able to lift payloads out of difficult locations, such as gullies
or canyons, that are beyond the lifting capability of smaller helicopters. This capability
may make more areas available for salvage harvesting. However, larger helicopters also
require more maneuvering room, and the stronger downwash may damage adjacent
plantations or break branches and residual trees.

Distinguishing Features of Aerial Systems

Figure 66Figure 66Figure 66Figure 66Figure 66
Small helicopters are
used for support
services such as
ferrying workers and
supplies. They can
also be used for
primary transport of
certain products such
as cedar shake
blocks.
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